2019-2020 New Mexico PTA
Reflections Winners
“Look Within”

Primary, Grades K-2

Madalena Nix
“Finding Who You Are”
Dance Choreography
SY Jackson ES

Madelyn Conley
“The Two Sides of Me”
Literature
Double Eagle ES

Emmett Harding
“My Electricity City”
Photography
Double Eagle ES

Emmett Harding
“My Home”
Film Production
Double Eagle ES

Emmett Harding
“I Want a Pet”
Music Composition
Double Eagle ES

Leona Gonzales
“My Space Guitar”
Visual Arts
Double Eagle ES

Intermediate, Grades 3-5

Emily Ross
“Spring”
Dance Choreography
SY Jackson ES

Marie Wagenman
“Don’t Forget”
Literature
SY Jackson ES

Ezra Allen
“New Mexico Heart”
Photography
SY Jackson ES

Johan Souders
“The Apple and the Boy”
Film Production
SY Jackson ES

Everett Harding
“Galaxy”
Music Composition
Double Eagle ES

Emma Scott
“Emma’s Room”
Visual Arts
Double Eagle ES

Middle School, Grades 6-8

Emma Martinez
“The Crimson Flower”
Photography
Gadsden MS

Zacharias Talavera
“More Than Just a Face”
Visual Arts
Gadsden MS

High School, Grades 9-12

Kalyn Saiz
“Roughy”
Photography
Capitan

Brody Scruggs
“A Look Within the Mind”
Visual Arts
Capitan